SPOT CLEANING

water

For General Cleaning, mix 1 part Genesis 950 to 7 parts water in a spray bottle, bucket or other type
container. For heavier stains, mix 1/3 parts Genesis 950 to 2/3 part water. Spray stained area with mixture
and allow to sit for about 2 minutes. After mixture has absorbed into stained area, scrub the area with a
scrub bush, sponge or rag. After you have scrubbed area, rinse clean with water.
For difficult stains, you may increase the amount of Genesis® 950 to as high as a 50/50 mix. Difficult stains
may require you repeat the process. For extremely strong stains, it may be best to repeat the process a
second time after the stained area has dried after the first attempt.
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STEAM CLEANERS, RUG DOCTORS &
CARPET CLEANING
In machines that have 1 compartment for water and solution, mix
water and Genesis® 950 Concentrate at a ratio of 1/3 Genesis®
950 to 2/3 water. If you are cleaning a carpet with pet stains that
have seeped into the carpet, you will get the best results using
Genesis® 950 at a 50/50 mix with water.
Several household machines have 2 separate compartments.
One compartment is strictly for water, and the other strictly for
cleaning formula. For these machines, do not pre-mix Genesis®
950 with water. Fill the compartment specified for cleaning
solution with only Genesis® 950. These machines have settings
for low traffic, medium traffic and heavy traffic and will
automatically mix the water and Genesis® 950 as they are
applied to the carpet.
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When finished,
be sure to blot
with dry towel or
use wet vacuum
to remove water
residue

CARPET CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
1. If desired, pre-treat any outstanding stains with a mixture of Genesis® 950
and water as outlined in the spot cleaning example.
2. Slowly go over carpet with the desired ratio of Genesis® 950 & water in your
steam cleaner, Rug Doctor or carpet cleaning machine. Be sure to fully saturate
the stained area with the mixture of Genesis® 950 and water. Genesis® 950
works regardless of water temperature although most people prefer to use
warm water. Do NOT use hot water as high temperatures may melt the
carpeting adhesive under the padding.
3. Allow the carpet to sit for about 30 to 40 minutes to give the solution time to
break down the stains. Genesis® 950 will break the bonds of stains, allowing
them to be lifted from the carpet.
4. After the carpet has been allowed to sit, fill your machine with ONLY water. If
your machine has a separate compartment for the cleaning solution, remove the
compartment or change settings so only straight water is dispensed from the
machine. This rinsing process will flush everything Genesis® 950 has broken
down in your carpet. You may notice your return water is black. This is from
everything that has been removed from the carpet. You may want to repeat this
step until the return water is clear to ensure you are removing all dust, dirt,
bacteria and stains from your carpet.
5. After you have rinsed the carpet, allow to dry before foot traffic is allowed on
the carpet.

2.5 & 5 Gallon Cap Removal

Pet stains can be more difficult to remove. For old, foul smelling
pet stains, Genesis 950 should be used in a carpet cleaning
machine. The mixing ratio of Genesis 950 and water should be
used at a 50/50 mix for these types of stains. Odors and stains
from pet urine seep into the padding. By increasing the ratio of
Genesis 950, and properly using a carpet cleaning machine, you
will be able to not only clean surface stains, but you will also be
able to clean, disinfect and remove odors that are deep in the
carpet padding. If odor still persists, check your subfloor type to
see if the urine has seeped into cracks in concrete or been
heavily absorbed by wood or plywood.

To open the 2.5 or 5 gallon container, apply pressure downward and turn
left. If you are unable to remove the car by hand, use a wrench for extra
leverage.
The caps are placed on extra tight to prevent spillage or damage in shipping.
Reusable spigots & spray bottles are available at www.genesis950.com

QUESTIONS?
Call us direct at 847-244-3600. We are here to help!

Genesis 950 is a
2016 Green Scene Mom

Looking for other things you can clean with Genesis 950? Find more info &
order at www.genesis950.com. Free shipping & Free Spray bottle with gallon
purchase when ordered direct.

Award Winner
*Always test a small area first

GENESIS® 950 ISN’T JUST FOR CARPETS…
Use Genesis® 950 to clean:
Floors

Engines

Appliances

Transmissions

Counters

Wheels

Cabinets

Grills
Clothing/Uniforms Machinery
Shoes/Boots

Tools

Microfiber

Granite

Suede

Marble

Genesis® 950 is
available in Quarts, 1
Gallon, 2.5 & 5 Gallon
sizes

Leather

Safe on several surfaces:

Visit us online at www.genesis950.com or call us directly at 847-244-3600

